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consistent with a Roman ori~in.
ii) The line may b~ projected in a south-westerly direc

tion throu~h Sedbur~h alon~ the v~l]ey of the Rawthey
to make a junction with the main Roman military route
through the Lune Valley linkin~ Chester with Hadrian's
Wall, and as such would provide a convenient and obvious
link between this route and the important fort at
Brough.

iii) The use of such a route may be suggested from the find-
ing at Brough of a lead seal, bearing the stamp ALA SIIB

for the Ala Sebosiana, the unit known to have been in2
garrison at Lancaster in the mid-3rd century A.D. (CW
XXXVI (1936), 104). -

2. Attention should ~lso be drawn to a square earthwork
above Sedburgh on Holme Fell (SD 644906). The structure meas
ures 90 feet square across the ramparts, which have well
rounded corners; the norther~ rampart is pierced by an opening
17 feet wide, and on the eastern side there are traces of a
ditch; on the western side, there are signs of an outer earth
work, itself pierced bya narrow gateway. There are also signs
inside the earthwork which might represent internal buildings.

Little more can be said about this structure without

excavation, although it mi~ht form part of a native homestead.
Alternatively, and more attraetive, its size and shape are not
inconsistent with the requirements of a Roman signal station.
It would relate to the road described above, and has a good
command in a south-westerly direction towards the Lune Valley.

xv. OBSERVATIONS AT 8, CASTLE PARK, LANCASTER by D.C.A. SHOTTER

In July 1974, the writer was asked to insnect a feature
which had emerged in the course of building work to the rear
of E, Castle Park, Lancaster. The feature consisted of an
area orientated north/south and paved with well-cut sandstone
flags some 20 inches below the level of what had previously
been a conservatory. The area revealed measured overall some
4~ feet by 8~ feet: it was entered at its north-east corner
by a tunnel lined with crudely-made terra cotta bricks, and
measuring 18 inches across and 19 inches high. The space
between the fla~ging and the modern ground level contained a
considerable amount of building debris, including a large number
of pieces of wall plaster painted green. The tunnel contained
besides this debris a considerable denosit of soot.

The house has a stone bearing a date of 1692; although
no firm conclusion is nossible on the nature of the remains,

it seems likely that they represe~ted part of an underfloor
heating system, perhaps to serve the conservatory.


